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The prospect of deploying wide-scale quantum communications networks has received a considerable boost over the past decade. This is partly driven by several breakthroughs in the field,
as well as its attracting substantial funding from governmental and industrial bodies. Different
countries across the globe, including UK, Germany, Netherlands, and France, among others, in
Europe, as well as China, Japan, and US have invested, on the order of several billion Euros overall, in their national quantum technologies programmes. European Union has also initiated an EU
wide 10-year-long flagship programme of the same scale, to embrace and lead the second quantum
revolution. Such investments have resulted in an accelerated progress in research and development
of quantum technologies. Some of the examples in the quantum communications domain include:
• Intercity quantum networks, e.g., China’s 2000-km-long Beijing-to-Shanghai link with over
30 network nodes; UK Quantum Network connecting several major sites across south of England; Netherlands’ memory-based quantum network; and the EU wide prototype networks
enabled by OpenQKD project;
• Satellite-based quantum communications enabled by the Chinese satellite Micius [1, 2] as
well as several other initiatives that rely on cubesats [3];
• Implementation of several innovative quantum protocols that enable new applications, improve system performance, and/or resolve some security concerns [4–8], as well as the development of new theoretical techniques to support these innovations [9–14]; and
• Industrial uptake and wider outreach programmes to set the ground for wide-scale deployment of the technology.
In the context of above developments it is important to have a realistic view of how quantum
technologies will evolve in the future, and in which directions we need to orchestrate our efforts.
This roadmap document is going to address this subject from the viewpoint of deploying quantum
key distribution (QKD) systems across our communications networks. This is where the expertise
of our consortium is mainly focused on and also it best reflects the outcomes of the QCALL project.
There have been several other recent roadmap documents that approach the question of future from
different angles. Notably, the work in [15] adopts an application centric approach, whereas [16]
focuses more on the required hardware. We believe this document complements the above efforts
and altogether they offer a clearer picture of how quantum communications technologies can evolve
over the next few decades.
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QUANTUM KEY DISTRIBUTION NETWORKS

QKD has so far been one of the most successful applications of quantum technologies, which
crucially addresses some security gaps in our current communications systems [17]. In particular,
the threat from quantum computers being able to crack some of the widely deployed public-key
cryptosystems has required developing new methodologies for sharing secret cryptographic keys
among legitimate users. QKD offers a solution, based on laws of quantum mechanics, that offers
forward secrecy, and, in that sense, it can be very useful in scenarios when data security is required
over a long term. Examples of such scenarios include the exchange of medical records over the
Internet, which, for privacy reasons, may need to be kept secure during the lifetime of an individual
and even beyond that.
The original QKD protocols rely on the no-cloning theorem to encode the key bits onto single
photons. While this is no longer a strict requirement [18], and there are also protocols that extract
key bits from continuous variables obtained by measuring quadratures of an optical signal [19],
it is still the case that, for security reasons, we are practically restricted to a-few-photon regime
of operation. This would then impose limitations on the performance of the system, as measured
by secret key generation rate, at long distances. In prepare-and-measure QKD protocols, the
key rate often scales with the transmissivity of the channel. This turns out to be a fundamental
bound for any repeaterless link [20]. Moreover, at sufficiently long distances, the noise in the
channel/receiver would often dominate over the legitimate signals in which case secure exchange
of keys would become impossible.
In order for QKD to be accessible to a wide range of customers it is essential to be deployed
over long distances. Our envisaged solution for long-distance QKD is via multiple phases, which
would naturally specify relevant milestones in our proposed roadmap; see Table I. Below, I explain
what I would expect to be delivered in each phase, and what would be required to achieve it, with
speculative timescales for relevant milestones.

Phase I: Trusted Node QKD Networks

The first phase of deployment, which is already underway, relies on trusted node QKD. In
trusted node QKD, secret key exchange between parties A and B is done via multiple intermediate
nodes located at sufficiently short distances from each other such that efficient point-to-point QKD
is feasible between adjacent nodes; see Fig. 1. If these middle nodes can be trusted by parties A
and B, then the exchanged key between adjacent nodes can be used to relay a key between A and
B. If multiple independent paths exists between A and B, then the requirement on trusting the
middle nodes can be alleviated.
From a technology development point of view, trusted node QKD, and all efforts dedicated to
it, would certainly serve as a stepping stone toward future phases of deployment. This is why the
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TABLE I. A possible roadmap, with speculative timelines, for deploying QKD technologies in our existing
and developing infrastructure. The deployment can take place in three phases, where in each phase, by
employing more advanced technologies, the trust requirement on the service provider nodes is reduced.

FIG. 1. The schematic of a trusted node QKD network. In order for users A and B to exchange a secret
key, we need to create a secret key between any two adjacent nodes that connect A to B (e.g., C, D, and
E). We can then use these keys to securely relay a key from A to B. If there are multiple paths between A
and B, we can generate separate keys using each path and then combine them in the end.

trusted node QKD is at the core of almost all network demonstrations of QKD so far. This includes
the Chinese backbone network, the EU OpenQKD networks, and the UK Quantum network, inter
alia. This structure is expected to have certain niche markets among several sectors including
military and government bases as well as the financial sector. While the assumption of all nodes
being trusted may be acceptable in certain use cases, this is not necessarily the case in many other
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scenarios that require end-to-end security. Despite this, looking into the future, the devices that
we need to develop in this phase, such as chip-based QKD [21], efficient detectors and reliable
sources, as well as learning how to manage resources over a hybrid communications network that
supports quantum and classical applications, will all be useful and relevant in future phases of
QKD deployment as well.
For all above reasons, we recognise the expansion of trusted node QKD as an essential part
of the roadmap to QKD networks, and would expect that the next 10 years would be spent on
improving the performance of its different components, as well as expanding the market within its
relevant target sectors.

Phase II: Partially Trusted QKD Networks

The obvious follow-up to a trusted node QKD network is an upgraded network in which the trust
requirement on middle nodes have been reduced so that a larger groups of customers are attracted
to QKD services. There are several developing technologies that facilitate this transition:
• Measurement-device independent (MDI) QKD: MDI QKD enables two users to exchange a secret key via an untrusted node. This may only sound like a small adjustment
to the trust issue, but, in practice, this will allow a larger number of enterprises to use the
service as they can use the service provider nodes to connect two of their trusted nodes,
see Fig. 2, and this way the need for having a fully private network would be alleviated.
Moreover, with the new twin-field QKD protocols [7, 22, 23] on the rise, the MDI structure
can be used to improve rate-versus-distance scaling as well. MDI protocols have been around
for a while but have not yet been fully used in commercial settings. They pave the way for
future phases of deployment.
• Memory-assisted QKD: An alternative way to improve rate versus distance scaling is to
use quantum memories in the MDI setup [11, 24]. This will constitute the most primitive
repeater system that relies on quantum memories, and will be the stepping stone to the
solutions that need to be developed in the third phase. The first demonstrations of such
systems have just been reported in literature [5, 6], and it will perhaps take some more time
to see them implemented in realistic/commercial settings.
• Satellite-based QKD: one of the emerging routes to long-distance quantum communications is via satellites, possibly in different orbits, to serve as middle nodes between two
ground stations. Prototype experiments of such nature has already been done using the
Micius satellite exchanging a key between China and Austria by only trusting the satellite
node [2]. Such a structure can also be expanded by using a constellation of satellites to serve
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a large number of users [25]. It can also be used in the future to further expand quantum
communications network of phase III to the space domain.

FIG. 2. The schematic of a partially trusted QKD network. We exchange a key, using, e.g., MDI techniques,
between two adjacent trusted (T) nodes via the untrusted (U) node that connects them together. The key
exchange between the two trusted nodes not directly linked via an untrusted node can then be done similar
to that of Fig. 1.

It is envisaged that the above technologies can make substantial advances in the next decade
or so, and will prepare us for the final phase of deployment when no trust on middle nodes of the
network is needed.

Phase III: Trust Free QKD Networks

The key enabling idea behind trust-free QKD networks is to distribute entanglement between
remote nodes in an efficient way. The users can then run an entanglement-based QKD protocol
[26] to share a secret key while still being able to bound the amount of information that might
have leaked to any potential eavesdropper. In effect, how the network provides the users with the
entangled state does not matter from security assurance point of view, and, for that reason, the
trust on middle nodes is no longer needed. An entanglement-based network can also accommodate
many other quantum applications, e.g., distributed quantum computing, as reliable quantum data
transfer can be achieved via quantum teleportation.
The conventional solution to efficient long-distance entanglement distribution is to use quantum repeaters [27]. Quantum repeaters extend the entanglement over a short distance to longer
distances by employing certain joint measurements on quantum memories. The entangled state
generated in this way may need to be distilled to obtain a higher quality entangled state. Based
on the stage of development, the joint measurement and/or entanglement distillation can be done
in either probabilistic [28, 29] or deterministic [30] ways. The probabilistic solutions often offer
lower key rates and require longer storage times. The deterministic solutions, instead, require reliable quantum processing capabilities. Depending on the quality of quantum processing operations
on the employed platform for our quantum repeater, we can then specify what services may be
expected from our repeater-based network. In the long run, when high-performing quantum computers are available, we can in principle use quantum repeaters that do not require long storage
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times, but, rather, encode the quantum data in large clusters of photons and send them from one
node to another, where each node can correct for errors along the way and regenerate the encoded
state [31].
The exact timing of commercial quantum repeaters of any form may be hard to predict, but we
envisage some form of developments in 15+ years. The early demonstrations that rely on probabilistic measurements [32, 33] would continue to become more advanced in the next 15 years, while
more efforts, aligned with progress in quantum processors, would also be directed in implementing
quantum repeaters that rely on quantum error correction codes [34, 35]. A combination of such
efforts, in addition to advancing our quantum memory units and their interaction with light [36],
can bring us to the point where commercial deployment of quantum repeaters can become feasible
in the forthcoming decades.
Within QCALL, we are delighted to have been able to do our part in advancing our field along
the lines of this proposed roadmap. This can certainly continue by persistent investment in the
field so that, one day, we can truly offer quantum communications services to all users.
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